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Forward Pinellas Complete Streets Program 
2023 Funding Cycle - Construction Project Application 

 
1. Provide the name and contact information for the agency point of contact for this application.  

 
Name:   Cheryl N. Stacks, P.E., AICP, Transportation Manager  
Postal Address: One 4th Street North, 8th Floor, St. Petersburg, FL 33701 
Email Address : Cheryl.Stacks@stpete.org 
Phone:   727-892-5328 

 
1. Describe the project location. Include specific information on the project limits, jurisdiction of 

roadway and abutting properties, land use characteristics of abutting properties and any 
unique characteristics of the roadway (serves local/regional travel, serves a major activity 
center, etc.). 

 
The project is located on 1st Avenue South in downtown St. Petersburg where the Pinellas Trail 
is co-located as a two-way bikeway along the one-way street, and includes intersection 
improvements at three (3) intersections, specifically at 7th Street S, 5th Street S, and 2nd Street 
S. Improvements at the remaining intersections along the bikeway at Dr. M.L. King Street, 8th 
Street, 6th Street, 4th Street, and 3rd Street are expected to be included as a part of a separate, 
more significant transformation such that those locations are better addressed in the design 
and construction of those projects.  

 
First Avenue South is a city-maintained roadway stretching 6.7 miles from bay to bay and 
serves as a part of a one-way pair that provides regional travel from downtown St. Petersburg 
to the western portion of Pinellas County.  First Avenue South carries eastbound traffic 
through two general purpose lanes and a semi-dedicated transit lane to serve the new 
SunRunner Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service. An eastbound bike lane exists from 34th Street to 
roughly 16th Street, where the bike lane transitions to a two-way cycle track to allow for 
cyclists’ westbound access to the Pinellas Trail, adjacent to the 86-acre Historic Gas Plant 
District which is expected to undergo significant redevelopment in the next few years.  The 
two-way bikeway was the first cycle track designed and constructed in the State of Florida 
when it opened in 2008.  Consequently, the existing crossings for bicyclists and pedestrians 
are co-located leaving overly wide striped areas. Overhead, blanked-out signage has been 
added to advise turning motorists of their yielding responsibility, though the text is limited to 
“PEDS” with no mention of cyclists available.  Reverse-oriented bicycle traffic signals have 
been installed at certain intersections by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT).    

 
While the project involves only certain intersections along 1st Avenue South, it’s worth noting 
the addition of BRT on the First Avenues, including 1st Avenue South increases its significance 
as a regional route for alternative transportation modes by providing a commuter service, 
travel to the beach, and convenient service for residents and tourists alike, with safe and 
comfortable first/last-mile connections becoming increasingly important.  The project area is 
within St. Petersburg’s urban core and contains many uses from high-density residential, 
general commercial, and mixed-use developments with planned increases in density 
anticipated in the future.   

mailto:Cheryl.Stacks@stpete.org
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The intersection of 1st Avenue South and 2nd Street South has signalized traffic control and 
was recently improved through the implementation of a pilot/demonstration project 
completed in partnership with Forward Pinellas to reduce motor vehicle turning speed, help 
shorten crossing distances, and separate bicyclist and scooters from pedestrians while 
crossing 2nd Street (a two-way street), and provide green pavement markings to increase 
visibility of the two-way bikeway for motorists, particularly those who are eastbound on 1st 
Avenue South.  Elements of the current condition are considered an interim measure while 
other elements have been constructed with materials considered to represent a final 
configuration.  The interim materials include modular curbing and flexible posts outlining a 
“wedge” to designate the appropriate turning radius for motorists.  The more permanent 
infrastructure includes the separated crossings and relocated bicycle signal.  Pictures of its 
before condition and existing condition are below.  The intersection is located along the 
Downtown Looper route with trolley vehicles making the right turn.  A City scooter parking 
corral is located at the southwest corner of the intersection on 1st Avenue South.  Directly 
adjacent to the intersection are several restaurants, apartments, a parking garage, and The 
James Museum. 
 

 
Before interim intersection improvements 
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After intersection improvements including interim “wedge” island 

 
The intersection of 1st Avenue South and 5th Street South has signalized traffic control and a 
far-side SunRunner BRT station is located on the east side of the intersection on 1st Avenue 
South.  It’s the last eastbound station before the service makes a turn to go south towards the 
Innovation District and is consequently the first station most people arriving from the west 
will experience in the City’s downtown core.  On the west side of the intersection is one of the 
City’s Scooter Share parking corrals within the footprint of the bikeway.  Directly adjacent to 
the intersection is the Florida Holocaust Museum, office buildings, and a bank.  The 
Residences at 400 Central is currently under construction adjacent to the intersection and will 
be the City’s largest tower when completed.  The tower is planned to be a 1.3 million square-
foot development with 301 luxury units, ground-floor retail and restaurants, and Class A office 
space.  Finally, there is also a senior housing development nearby that houses many residents 
with mobility issues.  

 
Lastly, the intersection of 1st Avenue South and 7th Street South is currently unsignalized with 
enhanced crosswalks across 1st Avenue South, on both sides of the intersection that are 
enhanced with Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB) located on each side of 7th Street.  
Similar to the crossings at the signalized intersections, the crosswalk across 7th Street is 
currently very wide and shared between the trail and sidewalk with no markings to 
differentiate them.  Directly adjacent to the intersection is a multi-story apartment building, 
restaurant, and office building.  A grocery store and multiple restaurants are within a block of 
this intersection.   

 
2. Describe in detail the proposed improvements that will be provided by the project, including the 

following, as applicable: 
a. Pedestrian accommodations being added/enhanced;  
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The pedestrian accommodations will be enhanced through the permanent installation of the 
existing improvements at the 1st Avenue S and 2nd Street S intersection which separate the 
crossings and provides an exclusive crosswalk for pedestrians. The wedge island shortens the 
crossing distance for pedestrians and slows the turning vehicles using a tighter radius, 
improving safety and reducing potential for conflict. The improvements are to be constructed 
in concrete giving them a sense of permanence that users can rely upon when making 
transportation and/or land use decisions. The intersections of 1st Avenue South at 5th Street 
South and 7th Street South currently do not have the interim installation of the bulb-out 
marked with white flex posts or the green bikeway markings.  There are significant visibility 
concerns with the existing, wide crossings.  Implementing the enhanced treatments of the 
wedge island and separated crossings will improve the safety for pedestrians.  Bicyclists and 
motorized scooters travel at much faster speeds than pedestrians, thus separating the users 
while crossing can help reduce the potential for conflicts.  Further, the wedge island will 
shorten the crossing distance for pedestrians and slow vehicle traffic, resulting in a safer 
environment for pedestrians at these intersections, 5th Street and 7th Street, as well.  
 
b. Bicycle facilities being added/enhanced; 

 
The crosswalks along the 1st Avenue S bikeway at 5th Street South and 7th Street South are 
wide and provide shared markings for both the sidewalk and the bikeway, creating potential 
for conflict between bicyclists, pedestrians, and e-scooter riders.  The crossings will be 
separated with green markings added to help reduce conflicts between them.  The green 
markings will also increase the visibility of the trail crossing and reduce conflicts between 
vehicles and bikeway users. The installation of the green markings at the 2nd Street South 
intersection have received positive feedback from users that their perception of safety has 
increased due to the enhancements.  
 
c. Sidewalks and/or bicycle facilities along an adjacent roadway segment that truncate at the 

project limits; 
 
The sidewalks and separated bikeway are continuous throughout the project.  Enhancements 
focus on creating safer crossings and reducing conflict points for all users.  
 
d. Existing and proposed transit service along the corridor, including frequency of service; 

 
Several Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) transit routes run along this section of 1st 
Avenue South, including the new SunRunner BRT service which operates through both the 7th 
Street and 5th Street intersections, though not the intersection at 2nd Street.  The SunRunner 
service runs from 6 a.m. to midnight, with 15-minute headways until 8 p.m. and 30-minute 
headways between 8 p.m. and midnight. The Downtown Looper service operates for free and 
acts as a downtown circulator with 15–20-minute headways from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. on 
weekdays and 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. on weekends.  Route 7 generally has 60-minute headways 
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., while Routes 9 and 23 generally have 30-minute headways from 6 a.m. 
to 9 and 10 p.m.  Route 18 has served the corridor within the project limits in the past and is 
amongst those routes that have been truncated due to overlaps in SunRunner service.   
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The ridership for all the routes that ran through the corridor as of 2021 are in the chart below.  
 

Route FY 2021 Ridership 

7 164,892 

9 366,036 

15 165,467 

18* 792,164 

23 180,905 

100X 62,687 

Looper 44,158 

 
e. How the project will provide accommodations for transit riders along the corridor; 

 
SunRunner service is likely to increase transit use of new, choice riders, and tourists from the 
beach or from the western portion of the county to Downtown.  Thus, pedestrian and bicyclist 
traffic will likely increase due to the nearby SunRunner stations.  The last eastbound stop in 
downtown is located at one of the projects intersections (1st Avenue South and 5th Street 
South) and will likely see many riders exiting to access downtown. The separation of the 
crossings for pedestrians and bicyclists or scooter users will help provide clarity for transit 
users who may be less familiar with downtown and create a safer environment, generally, for 
all transit users.   
 
f. Documented safety concerns along the corridor (e.g. high crash rate, high number of 

crashes involving vulnerable users, etc.). How will the project improve safety for all users?  
Forward Pinellas is available to provide assistance in compiling this data to support your 
application; 

 
The 1st Avenues have consistently been an issue in terms of speed and high crash rates, even 
in the downtown core where speeds are expected to be lower.  The crash data for 2017-2021 
is represented on the map below and illustrates traffic crash hotspots for a ¼-mile radius from 
the project area.  There have been numerous pedestrian and bicycle crashes at the three 
intersections in the project scope.  At the 2nd Street and 1st Avenue South intersection, crashes 
have decreased from an average of 6 crashes annually to 4 crashes after interim 
enhancements were added.  The intersections of 1st Avenue South at 5th Street and 7th Street 
have relatively low numbers of reported crashes but could reasonably expect to realize the 
safety benefits that have been seen since the interim improvements were added. 
 

 

 Char acteristic   Speed (mph)    
–   Before   

Speed (mph)  –   
After   

Sample Size   95   40   
Minimum Speed   5   3   
Maximum Speed   32   24   
Mean Speed   17   16   
50 th 

  Percentile   16   16   
85 th 

  Percentile   23   19   
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In addition to the crash reductions, the demonstration project of interim improvements at 1st 
Avenue South and 2nd Street South has resulted in speed reductions with the 85th-percentile 
speed reduced from 23 miles per hour to 19, a speed at which survival rates are extremely 
high if a vulnerable road user is hit by a motorists.  Near misses were also observed at much 
lower rates during the speed study due to the enhancements. 

 
g. Access/connections to Activity Center(s) or Multimodal Corridor(s), as designated on the 

Transit Oriented Land Use Vision Map (see link: https://bit.ly/3uNH8bm); 
 

1st Avenue South is identified on the Transit Oriented Land Use Vision Map as a primary 
corridor and is a part of a “special center,” Downtown St. Petersburg, which is home to many 
activity centers.  It is also identified as a Primary Multimodal Corridor. 
  
h. Is the project segment within an adopted CRA?; 

 
This project is a part of the Intown Redevelopment Area, the second largest CRA within St. 
Peterburg.  The intersections of 1st Avenue South and 2nd and 7th Streets are located entirely 
within the CRA while the intersection at 5th Street is on the boundary of the CRA.  
.  

https://bit.ly/3uNH8bm
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i. Does the project corridor have street lighting? Will the project add/enhance street lighting 
along the corridor?;  

 
There is ample lighting along the corridor and enhanced lighting is not within the scope of the 
current project.  
 
j. Access management strategies.  

 
Where commercial driveways are located near the intersections and intersect with the 
bikeway, green pavement markings will be continued to increase the visibility of bicyclists 
along the bikeway.  The City standard for this type of crossing was developed following the 
initial construction of the bikeway and consequently not all driveways have included this 
element.  

 
3. Provide detailed project cost information and documentation of the local match being provided 

by the applicant. 
 

The estimated total project cost is $645,057 that includes an estimated $115,189 for design, 
$460,755 for construction, and $69,113 for CEI services.  A detailed project cost estimate is 
included within the attached Transportation Alternatives application.  The City’s match will 
include the design phase and CEI services, again estimated to be approximately $184,302 
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which represents nearly 30-percent of the total project costs.  It will be funded through the 
City’s Complete Streets program funding, which has annual funding apportioned to match the 
$3M included in the fourth round of the City’s Penny for Pinellas funding which continues 
through 2030. An excerpt of the FY23 Budget in Brief which illustrates this year’s allocation of 
$450,000.  

 
It’s worth highlighting the successful partnership between Forward Pinellas and the City to 
complete the interim improvements made through paint and temporary infrastructure at 1st 
Avenue South and 2nd Street through the Safe Streets Pinellas program.  Concept planning and 
project evaluation services were provided by Forward Pinellas through an initial investment, 
while the detailed design and construction were completed by the City through an investment 
of approximately $80,000. 

 
4. Describe any barriers to connecting low income or elderly communities with activity centers 
that exist along the project limits, and how the proposed project will address them. 

 
The project is located entirely within an activity center, though access for people with low 
incomes and/or who are elderly is expected to be improved based on the nature of the 
project that will improve the safety and comfort of the intersection crossings of the bikeway 
and adjacent sidewalks.  Additionally, the Lutheran Apartments tower, located between 6th 
Street South and 5th Street South on 1st Avenue South, is an affordable, senior living complex 
that houses many residents with mobility issues. The prevalence of transit along the corridor 
and the Publix grocery store that many walk to through the 7th Street intersection demands 
safer intersections that minimizes or avoids conflicts for all users, especially those with 
mobility issues who may take longer to cross.  The Publix grocery store is located on the north 
side of 1st Avenue encouraging shoppers who walk to the store from the south to cross three 
lanes of traffic at an unsignalized intersection.  The anticipated turn wedge is expected to help 
slow motorists’ speeds on the approach to 7th Street, thereby improving safety for all roadway 
users regardless of the crossing they need to make. 

 
5. Describe the local planning requirements that make the area surrounding the project 
corridor supportive of multimodal transportation improvements. For example, does the local land 
use plan encourage mixed use development? Does the local land development code require 
buildings to be located adjacent to the ROW line or enable reduced surface parking? Does the local 
plan facilitate connectivity of local road, bicycle and/or pedestrian networks? Please refer to the 
Planning and Urban Design Principles in the Forward Pinellas Countywide Plan for more examples 
of desired local planning requirements (see link below). (https://bit.ly/2YwRLnt)  
 

The City’s Comprehensive Plan includes language that’s supportive of multimodal 
transportation improvements in several sections within the Transportation and Land Use 
Elements and is supported by the Complete Streets Implementation Plan which was adopted 
in 2019 and is expected to be more fully incorporated within the Comprehensive Plan in its 
next significant update.  Similarly, recommendations from the SunRunner Rising study to 
improve transit-oriented development adjacent to the 1st Avenues and SunRunner route will 
be included as well. 
 

https://bit.ly/2YwRLnt
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With regard to zoning, the areas directly adjacent to 1st Avenue S at 7th Street and 5th Street 
are zoned as Downtown Center – 1 (DC-1) and Downtown Center – Core (DC-C) at 2nd Street. 
The Downtown Center – Core District allows for the most density, intensity, and building 
height to provide a vibrant and diverse downtown.  Mixed-use is required and uses that place 
an emphasis on vehicular access are discouraged.  The Downtown Center – 1 District also 
encourages mixed-use development with a preference towards office and employment uses. 
Any development must promote pedestrian-grade orientation rather than be built to prefer 
vehicle access.  Further, 1st Avenue South is a “B” street in the project area, meaning at least 
20% of the of the non-residential uses must be pedestrian-oriented uses including retail, 
museums, and other general commercial or service industry uses.   
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Vehicular parking requirements in the Downtown Center zoning requires parking to be on-
street or not visible from the street in the form of structured parking to ensure pedestrian-
oriented development.  The minimum parking requirement for multifamily units in downtown 
is 1 parking space per unit above 750 square feet.  Recent amendments to the City’s code 
allows development of accessory dwelling units or residences less than 750 square feet 
without a requirement to meet a vehicular parking minimum.  Bicycle parking is required city-
wide for new development regardless of use.  Both long-term and short-term parking are 
required for visitors, customers, and employees.  Any long-term bicycle parking must be 
secure and partially covered to encourage bicycle usage as a form of commuting.  For 
multifamily residential, a minimum of one long-term parking space required per-unit which 
applies in the project are and citywide. 
 
Lastly, the City does have a Complete Streets Policy and Implementation Plan that outlines a 
network of safe and comfortable, connected infrastructure for for pedestrians and bicyclists 
throughout the city.   The project area is supported by this language and works to enhance the 
safety and comfort of the existing bikeway. 

 
6. Provide a project schedule to highlight the anticipated timeline to complete the project. 
 

Design is anticipated to take between 9-12 months and will be coordinated to precede the 
availability of construction funds.  Construction and project completion would likely come 12 
– 18 months after funding award and LAP approval.   A summary timeline is provided below. 
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7. What percentage of parcels along the corridor are vacant? 
 

16.48% of the parcels within ¼-mile of 1st Ave S between 7th St and 2nd St are currently vacant.   
 
8. Describe how the parcels along the corridor are underdeveloped or underutilized and would 
benefit from complete streets treatments. 

 
In recent years, vacant parcels along this corridor are typically vacant for short periods of time 
and are quickly redeveloped or currently under construction.  Due to the flexible zoning, many 
parcels are redeveloped to higher density and intensity, requiring better infrastructure for 
users that are within downtown.  Utilization is expected to increase when the walkability, 
bikeability, and overall perception of comfort increases, especially as more developments are 
completed while meeting the strong long-term bicycle requirements (1 per unit). 

 
9. Provide the percentages of each existing land use category that is within ¼ mile of the 
centerline of the roadway included in this application. 
 

PROPERTY USE ACRES PERCENT 

GENERAL OFFICE BLDG - MULTI-STORY/CAMPUS 17.78 10.70% 

CITY GOV'T - NON-RESIDENTIAL (COMMERCIAL) ONLY 17.75 10.68% 

APARTMENTS (50 UNITS OR MORE) 16.71 10.06% 

VACANT COMMERCIAL LAND W/XFSB 13.00 7.82% 

VACANT COMMERCIAL LAND 11.78 7.09% 

STRIP STORE - (2 OR MORE STORES) 8.76 5.27% 

CONDOMINIUM 6.93 4.17% 

GENERAL OFFICE 6.25 3.76% 

HOTELS AND MOTELS (50 UNITS OR MORE) 5.33 3.21% 

NEIGHBORHOOD SHOPPING CENTER 4.42 2.66% 

MARINA - BOAT STORAGE (HIGH & DRY AND/OR WET SLIP) 4.37 2.63% 

SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SOLID WASTE, DRAINAGE RESERVOIRS, BORROW PIT, MARSH, 
MANGROVE, SAND DUNE, WASTE LAND 

4.33 2.61% 

COUNTY GOV'T - NON-RESIDENTIAL (COMMERCIAL) ONLY 3.43 2.06% 

PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 3.26 1.96% 

APARTMENTS (10 - 49 UNITS) 3.06 1.84% 

CLUB, LODGE, UNION HALL, CIVIC CLUB, HEALTH SPA 2.59 1.56% 

CHURCH, CHURCH SCHOOL, CHURCH OWNED BUILDING (PARSONAGE CODE 0110), 
SALVATION ARMY, MISSIONS 

2.57 1.55% 

FY23

•Forward Pinellas 
Award

FY24

•Final Planning

•Incorporation into FDOT 5 Year 
Work Plan

FY25-FY26

•Design

•LAP Approval for 
Construction

FY27-FY28

•Construction

•Project 
Completion 
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CONDO CONVERSION - APARTMENTS TO PLATTED CONDO (PREDOMINATELY OWNER-
OCCUPIED) 

2.47 1.49% 

RESTAURANT, CAFETERIA 2.47 1.49% 

SUPERMARKET & SUPERSTORE 2.21 1.33% 

CONDO - COMMERCIAL - STORE (UNIT) 2.09 1.26% 

CONDO COMMON AREA ASSN OWN - W/IMPROVEMENT 1.80 1.09% 

PARKING GARAGE - CONDO 1.82 1.09% 

VACANT CONDO (DEVELOPMENT LAND) 1.65 1.00% 

APARTMENTS (5-9 UNITS) 1.63 0.98% 

SINGLE BUILDING STORE 1.47 0.89% 

PAID PARKING 1.45 0.87% 

CONDO OFFICE (UNIT) 1.33 0.80% 

DUPLEX-TRIPLEX-FOURPLEX 1.32 0.79% 

STATE GOV'T - NON-RESIDENTIAL (COMMERCIAL) ONLY 1.17 0.70% 

TELEPHONE COMPANY PROPERTY - OFFICE & BUILDING 1.16 0.70% 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 1.10 0.66% 

ALF (10 OR MORE UNITS) 1.08 0.65% 

LITERARY, SCIENTIFIC & CULTURAL FACILITIES 0.99 0.59% 

CONDO COMMON AREA ASSN OWN - OPEN/GREEN SPACE 0.92 0.55% 

VACANT RESIDENTIAL - LOT & ACREAGE LESS THAN 5 ACRES 0.91 0.55% 

PUBLIC COLLEGES, SPC, USF 0.72 0.43% 

BAR, WITH OR WITHOUT PACKAGE STORE 0.57 0.34% 

SINGLE FAMILY HOME 0.57 0.34% 

CONDO COMMON AREA ASSN OWN - RIGHT-OF-WAY, STREET, ROAD, IRRIGATION 
CHANNEL, DITCH, ETC. 

0.52 0.32% 

MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING - SINGLE & MULTI-STORY 0.48 0.29% 

FEDERAL GOV'T - NON-RESIDENTIAL (COMMERCIAL) ONLY 0.39 0.24% 

ENCLOSED THEATER 0.38 0.23% 

HOTELS AND MOTELS (49 UNITS OR LESS) 0.35 0.21% 

MINI-STORAGE WAREHOUSE 0.34 0.20% 

INDUSTRIAL NOT CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE 0.19 0.11% 

SUBDIVISION COMMON AREA - OPEN/GREEN SPACE, ASSN OWNED 0.17 0.10% 

RAILROAD PROPERTY - ASSESSED BY COUNTY APPRAISER 0.08 0.05% 

VACANT RESIDENTIAL LAND W/XFSB 0.03 0.02% 

RIGHT-OF-WAY STREET AND ROAD, IRRIGATION CANAL, CHANNEL, DITCH, ETC. 0.0043 0.003% 

TOTAL 166.14 100.00 

 
10. Is the project located an in area designated by Forward Pinellas as an Environmental Justice 
area? For minority, low income or both?  
 

The entire project is located is an area identified as a Low-Income Environmental Justice tract 
as noted in the below extracted image from page 4-52 of the 2045 Pinellas Long Range 
Transportation Plan. 
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https://bit.ly/3iyHfmp 

 
 
11. Describe how the transportation disadvantaged (persons with disabilities, children, the 
elderly and low income) populations will be served by the improvements proposed.  
 

Shortening the crossing distance and slowing turns protects users with mobility issues that 
may cross slower or be noticed less quickly.  Walking for transportation is prevalent in 

https://bit.ly/3iyHfmp
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Downtown St. Petersburg, whether that be by choice or necessity, and improving safety helps 
everyone, especially the transportation disadvantaged, by better connecting users to food 
access, work, educational opportunities, recreation, and medical trips.  The project will help 
enhance access to the SunRunnner service with considerable benefit for transportation 
disadvantaged residents in the project area and accessing the Downtown St. Petersburg.  
 

12. Describe how the project would increase access to healthy food for minority, low-income or 
both populations in the abutting and adjacent communities. 

 
There is a Publix grocery store just past the 7th Street intersection and across 1st Avenue 
South that many downtown residents can walk, cycle, or ride scooters to.   Further, there 
is another Publix located approximately 3 blocks away of the intersection of 1st Avenue 
South and 2nd Street, immediately adjacent to a SunRunner station.  Improving safety 
through this project can help improve access for those who may feel unsafe or unable to 
reach these stores due to safety concerns with the speeds of traffic on adjacent streets.  
 

13. If awarded a construction grant, coordination with Forward Pinellas to conduct before/after 
analysis on the corridor, as well as drone photography, will be required. No direct financial support 
is required from the local government partner for this analysis. 
 

The City of St. Petersburg acknowledges that a before/after study will be conducted and 
supports this effort.  
 

14. If awarded a construction grant, Forward Pinellas will work with the applicant to retrieve 
current signal timing plans for intersections within the project limits to analyze the impact of 
existing signal operation on the goals and objectives of the project. 
 

The City of St. Petersburg acknowledges this and is willing to offer its support to adjust signal 
timing as needed to meet the goals of this construction project.  
 

15. Provide a completed FDOT Consolidated Project Application for “Transportation Block Grant 
and Transportation Alternative Set-Aside Funding”. 
https://www.fdot.gov/planning/systems/tap/default.shtm 
 

A completed Transportation Alternatives application is attached. 
 

 
  

https://www.fdot.gov/planning/systems/tap/default.shtm
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Attachments 
1. City Council resolutions documenting project and grant application support 

a. 2019-226 approving the Complete Streets Implementation Plan 

b. 2015-540 supporting the Complete Streets Policy 

c. 2014-162 approving Administration submittal of grant application(s) 

2. FY23 Approved Capital Improvements Program excerpt illustrating annual capital funding to 

demonstrate local funding support 

3. Completed Transportation Alternatives application and associated attachments 















 



City of St. Petersburg FY23 BUDGET IN BRIEF September 29, 2022 

Bicycle Pedestrian Facilities $100,000 
 Bridge 2nd St N over Tinney Creek  625,000 

Bridge Venetian Blvd W of Shore Acres  3,650,000 
 Bridge 62nd Avenue S at Maximo  125,000 

Bridge Life Extension Program    750,000 

Bridge Replacement Program 200,000 

Affordable Housing Land Acquisitions 1,500,000 

Neighborhood Partnership Grants 75,000 
Sanitary Sewer Ann Pipe Repair/Replace. 5,000,000 

Sanitary Sewer Ann Pipe CIPP Lining 4,000,000 

Alley and Road Reconstruction - Brick 200,000 

Alley Reconstruction – Unpaved 200,000 

Curb/Ramp Reconstruction 400,000 

School Zone Upgrades  600,000 

Sidewalk Reconstruction 800,000 

Street and Road Improvements 4,750,000 

Complete Streets 450,000 

Neighborhood Trans. Management Program 100,000 

Sidewalks Expansion Program 250,000 

Sidewalks-Neighborhood and ADA Ramps 250,000 

Wayfaring Signage 100,000 

Transit Shelter Expansion 200,000 

Seawall Renovations and Replacement 1,300,000 

Transfer Repayment Debt Service 802,620 

Total Citywide Infrastructure $26,427,620 

Affordable/Workforce Housing $675,000 

Legal Collection Expense 25,000 

Total Housing $700,000 

Rehab Airfield Vault $206,122 

Replace Federal Contract Tower Equip 150,000 

MOB Repairs and Improvements 1,015,000 

Bay Vista RR ADA Improvements 300,000 

Williams Park Bandshell Improvements 300,000 

Pier Head Sound System 180,000 

Pier Kiosks for Marketplace 40,000 

Pier Shade Shelter for Children’s Playground 200,000 

Pier Soil/Drainage Improvements 175,000 

Pier Splash Pad Resurfacing 50,000 

Police CAD/RMS/Mobile System 750,000 

Sidewalk Reconstruction 400,000 

Sidewalk Master Plan 400,000 

Infrastructure TBS 1,483,878 

Total General Capital $5,650,000 

FY23 Capital Improvement Program (CIP) 

HOUSING CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT 

GENERAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT 

PUBLIC SAFETY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT 
New Fire Station 2 $4,125,000 

Public Safety Training Facilities 800,000 

Total Public Safety $4,925,000 

CITYWIDE INFRASTRUCTURE CAPITAL 
IMPROVEMENT 

FY23 | pg. 16 
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APPLICANT INFORMATION 

Agency/Organization Name: 
 Agency Contact Name: Title:

Mailing Address: City: State: FL Zip Code: 

County: MPO/TPO (if applicable): 
Telephone: Email Address: 

CERTIFICATION OF PROJECT SPONSOR/IMPLEMENTING AGENCY SUPPORT: 
Certification of project sponsor/implementing agency support is attached.     Yes (Required)

PROJECT TYPE:   Infrastructure    Non-infrastructure 

FDOT requires locally administered infrastructure projects be implemented by a LAP certified agency; Non-infrastructure 
projects do not require LAP certification. If the project applicant intends to administer the project but is not LAP certified 
at the time of application submittal, they may seek project-specific certification prior to project authorization if their 
application is selected, or they may partner with a LAP certified agency or with FDOT to serve as the project sponsor and 
implementing agency. Non-profit organizations are not eligible for LAP certification. 

FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS ONLY - APPLICANT’S LOCAL AGENCY PROGRAM (LAP) CERTIFICATION STATUS 





 
 

Currently fully LAP Certified / Year of Certification:
Not LAP Certified but will seek project-specific certification
Not LAP Certified but project will be administered by the FDOT District
Not LAP Certified but have secured a LAP Sponsor/Implementing Agency as identified below:

LAP Sponsor/Implementing Agency Name:
LAP Sponsor/Implementing Agency Contact Name: Title:

 Mailing Address: City: State: FL  Zip Code:

Telephone: Email Address: 

FDOT Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside Program

1

FUNDING APPLICATION

Submittal Date:

TA Funding Application, Last Revised April 2021.
Please contact your FDOT district for district-specific application requirements.



PROJECT INFORMATION 

PROJECT NAME/TITLE: 

ELIGIBLE TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES PROJECT CATEGORY: 
Please check the one Transportation Alternatives eligible project category that the proposed project will address. Checking 
more than one category does not ensure or increase eligibility. Additional guidance on eligible project activities is included 
in Appendix B of the FDOT TA Program Guidance. 

1.  Construction, planning and design of on and off-road facilities for bicyclists, pedestrians, and other forms of
nonmotorized transportation (pedestrian and bicycle facilities)

2.  Construction, planning and design of infrastructure-related projects/systems to provide safe routes for non-
drivers including children, older adults, individuals with disabilities (safe routes for non-drivers)

3.  Conversion and use of abandoned railroad corridors for non-motorized use
4.  Construction of turnouts, overlooks, and viewing areas
5.  Inventory, control or removal of outdoor advertising
6.  Historic preservation and rehabilitation of historic transportation facilities
7.  Vegetation management practices in transportation rights of way
8.  Archaeological activities related to impacts from transportation projects
9.  Environmental mitigation activities
10.  Safe Routes to School
*NOTE: Safe Routes to School (SRTS) funding under Transportation Alternatives is separate from the FDOT SRTS
Program; however, if FDOT SRTS Program funds are to be used on any phase of the project then the project will need
to comply with the Florida SRTS program requirements. For more information, visit https://www.fdot.gov/safety/2A-
Programs/Safe-Routes.shtm.

PROJECT LOCATION: 
Roadway name:* 
 On-State System Road

(State Roadway)
 Off-State System Road

(Local Roadway)
Roadway number: 
(i.e. US, SR, CR, etc., if applicable)

*NOTE: For off-road/trail projects please indicate adjacent roadway

PROJECT LIMITS: 
If project has various locations (e.g. city-wide), include attachments specifying each termini and project length. 

South or West Termini: 
Street Name/Mile Post/Other

North or East Termini: 
Street Name/Mile Post/Other

Project Length (in miles): 
Attachment included?   Yes    No 
A location map with aerial view is attached to this application.  Yes (Required) 
Label important features, roadways, etc. to clearly locate and show the boundaries of the project. 

2
TA Funding Application, Last Revised April 2021.
Please contact your FDOT district for district-specific application requirements.

https://fdotwww.blob.core.windows.net/sitefinity/docs/default-source/planning/systems/programs/tap/fdot-ta-set-aside-program-guidance-procedures-final-2021-05.pdf?sfvrsn=dcf714b5_2
https://www.fdot.gov/safety/2A-Programs/Safe-Routes.shtm
https://www.fdot.gov/safety/2A-Programs/Safe-Routes.shtm


PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
Brief Description (1,000 character limit) (e.g. planning, design and construction of a sidewalk along Sample Road) 

Detailed Scope of Work: 

A detailed scope of work is attached.  Yes (Required)
Clearly describe the existing conditions and the proposed project in detail, including specifics on the major items of work (e.g. 
width of sidewalks or trails, materials to be used, etc.), the purpose and need for this project, and the desired improvements.   

 Yes     No

 Yes     No

 Yes     No

 Yes     No

 Yes     No

Conceptual or design plans are attached. 

Typical Section drawings are attached. 

Other attachment (e.g. studies, documentation to support the project). 

If yes, please describe (250 character limit): 

PUBLIC  INVOLVEMENT  (500 character limit for each question below): 

Has the applicant received input from stakeholders? Briefly explain: 

Have public information or community meetings been held?
If yes, please provide a brief description and attach supporting documentation: 

Describe public and private support for the project (e.g.  petitions, endorsements, resolutions, letters of support): 

3TA Funding Application, Last Revised April 2021.
Please contact your FDOT district for district-specific application requirements.



PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

Please indicate the project phases included in this funding request: 

 Planning activities
 Project Development and Environment Study (PD&E)
 Preliminary Engineering/Final Design
 Right-of-Way (ROW)
 Construction
 Construction Engineering and Inspection activities (CEI)

Please indicate who will execute the project phases identified for this project:* 

Planning 

 Implementing
agency staff

Consultant
FDOT
Not applicable

PD&E 

N/A

Consultant
FDOT
Not applicable

Preliminary 
Engineering/ 
Final Design 

 Implementing
agency staff

Consultant
FDOT
Not applicable

ROW 

N/A 

Consultant
FDOT
Not applicable

Construction 

 Implementing
agency staff

Consultant
FDOT
Not applicable

CEI 

  Implementing
agency staff

     
  

Consultant
FDOT
Not applicable

  
     

*NOTE: Local agencies are not eligible to be certified in PD&E and/or ROW (Refer to FDOT LAP Manual Chapters 11 and 12).

Provide any additional project specific information that should be considered: 

Is environmental permitting required?    
If Yes, specify and provide documentation: 

 Yes    No

Is the project within limits of wetlands, contamination/hazardous waste areas or 
endangered/threatened species? 
If Yes, specify and provide documentation: 

 Yes   No

4
TA Funding Application, Last Revised April 2021.
Please contact your FDOT district for district-specific application requirements.



PROJECT RIGHT-OF-WAY / EASEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Is right-of-way acquisition proposed?   Yes     No 
If yes, describe existing right-of-way (ROW) ownerships along the project, including when the ROW was 
obtained and how ownership is documented (i.e., plats, deeds, prescriptions, easements) (500 character limit). 
Attach ROW documentation as appropriate. 

Also describe proposed acquisition including timeline, expected fund source, limitations on fund use or availability, 
and who will acquire and retain ownership of proposed right-of-way (500 character limit): 

Will temporary construction easements be required?  Yes   No 
If Yes, please describe (500 character limit):  

If Yes, please describe. If previous phases of this project were constructed as LAP projects, please provide the 
associated FDOT Project Number (i.e. FPID/FMN numbers) (500 character limit):  

Is there a proposed maintenance plan for when the project is complete?   Yes  No 
If yes, please provide a brief description and attach supporting documentation as appropriate (500 character limit): 

Is this project related to other FDOT funded phases that are complete, underway, or in FDOT’s 5-year Work Program? 

 Yes  No

5
TA Funding Application, Last Revised April 2021.
Please contact your FDOT district for district-specific application requirements.



PROJECT COST ESTIMATE AND FUNDING REQUEST 

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST: 
A detailed project cost estimate is attached.    Yes (Required)
Provide a summary of the estimated cost for the work being proposed, indicating local fund allocation as appropriate. 

Project Phase TA funds Local funds Total Cost 
Planning Activities $ $ $ 
Project Development & 
Environmental Study (PD&E) 

$ $ $ 

Design Costs/Plan Preparation $ $ $ 
Environmental Assessment (s) 
associated with the design phase 

$ $ $ 

Permits associated with the 
design phase (including 
application fees, mitigation and 
permit acquisition work) 

$ $ $ 

Right-of-Way $ $ $ 
Construction $ $ $ 
Construction Engineering and 
Inspection Activities (CEI) 

$ $ $ 

Other costs* (please describe) $ $ $ 

TOTAL ESTIMATED PROJECT 
COST 

$ $ $ 

PERCENT OF TOTAL PROJECT 
COST 

100% 

*FDOT does not allow programming
for contingency costs. Any
contingency costs should be
accounted for using local funds.

6TA Funding Application, Last Revised April 2021.
Please contact your FDOT district for district-specific application requirements.



N/A
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

22-Nov

Preliminary Design Estimate

Pinellas

November 10, 2022

City of St Petersburg

Gregory Ashey, P.E.

(727) 893-7851

EE_01-27_Rev30

1 of 5

$169,461.00

$102,301.18

$26,000.00

$20,000.00

$317,762.18

10% $31,776.22

$349,538.40

 10% $31,776.22

$381,314.62

25% $79,440.55

$460,755.17
 

$460,755.17

NOTES:

PHONE NUMBER:

SUB-TOTAL

SUB-TOTAL

800 - ARCHITECTURAL

500 - SIGNALIZATION

NOT USED

NOT USED100 - STRUCTURES

900 - MASS TRANSIT

NOT USED550 - ITS

NOT USED

ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT 7

PAGE NUMBER:

COUNTY:

CONTACT NAME:

Transportation Alternatives project as part of the Complete Streets 
Implementation Plan. A demonstration project at 1st Ave S/2nd St N will be 
modified and implemented at 5th St S and 7th St S. Work includes 
enhancements to the protected bike line at the intersections. 

PAY ITEM SPEC YEAR:

SUBMITTAL TYPE:

FILE VERSION:

DATE:

FINANCIAL PROJECT ID # :

ENGINEERING CONSULTANT FIRM:

15% construction cost will be for post design fee 

Total project cost will be the project grand total (above) times 1.4

$645,057.23

(102-1) MOT (Maintenance of Traffic) 

PROJECT GRAND TOTAL

PU (Project Unknowns)

25% construction cost will be for design fee

SUB-TOTAL

(999-25) Initial Contingency (Do Not Bid)

600 - LANDSCAPE / PERIPHERALS

400 - LIGHTING

1000 - INVALID & OTHER ITEMS

COMPONENT SUB-TOTAL

NOT USED

(101-1) MOB (Mobilization)

NOT USED

300 - SIGNING & PAVEMENT MARKINGS

200 - ROADWAY

COMPONENT GROUPS

NOT USED

700 - UTILITIES

FDOT-D7G:\Project Design Files Planning\00000-000_Complete Streets Forward Pinellas TA Application\05_Design Files\01_Estimates\FDOT D7 Engineer's Estimate11/9/2022



PAY ITEM # ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY FY22 U.C. TOTAL COST
G-1.1 Mobilization (0101 1) 10%
G-2.1 Temporary Traffic Control (0102 1) 10%
G-3.1 Clearing and Grubbing (0110 1 1) LS 1 $15,000.00 $15,000.00
G-6.1 Concrete, Plain (0350 3 1) CY 11 $600.00 $6,660.00
M-13.1 Allowance for Contract LS 1 $20,000.00 $20,000.00
N-3.1 Milling Existing Asphalt Pavement  - 2" Average Depth (3227 70 6) SY 800 $50.00 $40,000.00
R-1 Stabilized Subgrade SY 67 $35.00 $2,331.00
R-4 Asphaltic Concrete Surface Course (337 7) TN 66 $1,100.00 $72,600.00
R-5.1 Curb (CoSP Type A) LF 198 $65.00 $12,870.00

  

$169,461.00

FILE VERSION: EE_01-27_Rev30

2 of 5

ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT 7

N/AFINANCIAL PROJECT ID:

PAGE NUMBER:

200-Roadway

COMPONENT TOTAL

See Summary Sheet
See Summary Sheet

FDOT-D7G:\Project Design Files Planning\00000-000_Complete Streets Forward Pinellas TA Application\05_Design Files\01_Estimates\FDOT D7 Engineer's Estimate11/9/2022



PAY ITEM # ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY FY22 U.C. TOTAL COST
M-1.1 Traffic Markers, Delineator PEXCO City Post 6" (0705-11-) EA 12 $160.00 $1,920.00
M-1.2.1 Striping (Painted, Standard, White, 2-4 Dotted Guideline) (710-11-141) LF 255 $1.25 $318.75
M-1.2.2 Striping (Painted, Standard, White, Island Nose) (710-11-190) SF 30 $10.00 $300.00

M-1.2.3
Striping (Thermo, Standard, White, Solid, 18" for Diagonals & Chevrons) 
(711-11-124) LF 55 $7.00 $385.00

M-1.2.4
Striping (Thermo, Standard, White, Solid, 24" for Stop Line & Crosswalk) 
(711-11-125) LF 26 $9.00 $237.60

M-1.2.5 Striping (Thermo, Standard, White, 2-4 Dotted Guideline) (711-11-141) LF 255 $1.50 $382.50
M-1.2.6 Striping (Thermo, Preformed, White, Symbol) (711-14-160) EA 10 $340.00 $3,400.00
M-1.2.7 Striping (Thermo, Preformed, White, Arrow) (711-14-170) EA 10 $340.00 $3,400.00

M-1.2.8 Striping (Thermo,Standard-Other Surfaces, White, Solid, 6") (711-16-101) LF 450 $2.00 $900.00

M-1.2.9 Striping (Thermo,Standard-Other Surfaces, Yellow, Solid, 6") (711-16-201) LF 252 $2.00 $504.00
M-1.2.10 Striping (Green Colored Pavement Markings, Bike Lane) (920-714) SY 415 $140.00 $58,053.33
M-1.2.11 Striping (PSTA Red Colored Pavement Markings, BAT Lane) SY 100 $245.00 $24,500.00

Sand Seal Coating (904-311) SY 400 $20.00 $8,000.00

$102,301.18COMPONENT TOTAL

ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT 7

N/AFINANCIAL PROJECT ID:

FILE VERSION: EE_01-27_Rev30

3 of 5PAGE NUMBER:

300-Signing & Pavement Markings

FDOT-D7G:\Project Design Files Planning\00000-000_Complete Streets Forward Pinellas TA Application\05_Design Files\01_Estimates\FDOT D7 Engineer's Estimate11/9/2022



PAY ITEM # ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY UNIT COST TOTAL COST
Bike Signal Relocation LS 1 $26,000.00 $26,000.00

$26,000.00COMPONENT TOTAL

ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT 7

N/AFINANCIAL PROJECT ID:

FILE VERSION: EE_01-27_Rev30

4 of 5PAGE NUMBER:

500-Signalization

FDOT-D7G:\Project Design Files Planning\00000-000_Complete Streets Forward Pinellas TA Application\05_Design Files\01_Estimates\FDOT D7 Engineer's Estimate11/9/2022



PAY ITEM # ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY UNIT COST TOTAL COST
M-13.1 Allowance for Contract (Utility Relocation) LS 1 $20,000.00 $20,000.00

 

$20,000.00COMPONENT TOTAL

ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT 7

N/AFINANCIAL PROJECT ID:

FILE VERSION: EE_01-27_Rev30

5 of 5PAGE NUMBER:

700-Utilities

FDOT-D7G:\Project Design Files Planning\00000-000_Complete Streets Forward Pinellas TA Application\05_Design Files\01_Estimates\FDOT D7 Engineer's Estimate11/9/2022



1st Avenue Bikeway Project: Attachments 

Attachments 

1. General Location and Project Maps  

2. Right of Way Documentation and Maps 

3. Concept Drawings  

a. 1st Avenue South and 2nd Street  

b. 1st Avenue South and 5th Street  

c. 1st Avenue South and 7th Street  

4. Design Drawings for Interim Improvements at 1st Avenue South and 2nd Street  

 



 General Location and Project Location Maps 

Attachment 1a: General Location Map  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment 1b: Project Location Map 

Downtown St. Petersburg 



Right-of-Way Maps 

Attachment 2A 

 

Attachment 2B 

 

 

 

 

 



Right-of-Way Maps 

Attachment 2C 

 

Attachment 2D 

 



Concept Drawings 

Attachment 3a.: 1st Avenue South and 2nd Street  

 

Attachment 3b: 1st Avenue South and 5th Street  



Concept Drawings 

 

Attachment 3c: 1st Avenue South and 7th Street  
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HELMETED BICYCLIST SYMBOL

3.  All grids are 4" x 4".

2.  All bicycle markings shall be preformed thermoplastic.

1.  All bicycle markings and pavement messages shall be White.

NOTES:

RAILROAD CROSSING
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BUFFERED BIKE LANES

Lane Width

Return

Curb Radius 

5' Min. From 

FAR SIDE OF INTERSECTION DETAIL
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6'
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BIKE LANE STRIPING

STANDARD BUFFERED



DEV311e 

COVERING EXISTING PAVEMENT MARKINGS WITH SAND SEAL COAT. 

(REV 2-11-04) 

SECTION 311 

COVERING EXISTING PAVEMENT MARKINGS 

WITH SAND SEAL COAT 

311-1 Description. 

 Remove existing pavement markings by method approved by the Engineer and 

cover with a sand seal coat composed of an application of bituminous material followed 

by the application of a sand cover material across the full width of the roadway. 

311-2 Materials. 

 311-2.1 Bituminous Material: Meet the following requirements: 

Asphalt Binder, PG 67-22 ........................................................ 916-1 

Emulsified Asphalt, Grade RS-1.............................................. 916-4 

  Note: During the months of November through April, use emulsified 

asphalt. During the remaining months of the year, use either asphalt binder (PG 67-22) or 

emulsified asphalt, or as specified in the Contract. 

 311-2.2 Cover Material: Use silica sand meeting the requirements of 902-2. 

311-3 Proportioning. 

 Use the following approximate proportions for the sand seal coat: 

Bituminous Material ........................................... 0.11 - 0.13 gal/yd2  

Cover Material ................................................. 0.076 - 0.094 ft3/yd2  

  The Engineer will designate the actual application rate for each material 

based on a uniform distribution of the material that is adequate to cover the existing 

pavement markings. 

311-4 Equipment. 

 311-4.1 Power Broom: Provide a power broom for cleaning the existing 

pavement capable of removing all loose material from the surface. 

 311-4.2 Spreading Equipment: Provide a self-propelled aggregate spreader that 

can be adjusted to accurately apply the cover material at the specified rate and that 

spreads the material uniformly. 

 311-4.3 Traffic Rollers: Provide a self-propelled, pneumatic-tired traffic type 

roller meeting the requirements of 330-5.3.2. 

 311-4.4 Pressure Distributor: Use a pressure distributor to apply the bituminous 

material which is capable of maintaining the material at the specified temperature and 

applying it in a uniform manner. 

311-5 Weather Limitations. 

 Do not apply bituminous material when the weather conditions or the surface 

conditions at the location where the application is to be made are such that it will prevent 

an adequate bond of the sand seal coat materials to the pavement. 



DEV311e 

311-6 Construction Methods. 

311-6.1 Application of Bituminous Material: 

  311-6.1.1 Distributor Pressure: After cleaning the surface to be treated 

to the satisfaction of the Engineer, uniformly apply the bituminous material over the 

surface by means of a pressure distributor. Use a distributor that maintains a pressure of 

at least 20 psi, but not more than 75 psi, or as specified by the Manufacturer. 

  311-6.1.2 Application Temperatures: For asphalt binder, maintain an 

application temperature between 300 and 350ºF. For emulsified asphalt, maintain an 

application temperature between 100 and 170ºF. 

  311-6.1.3 Uniformity of Distribution: Take special precautions to obtain 

an even and uniform distribution of bituminous material, and adjust and operate the 

distributor so as to maintain a uniform, even distribution of the type of material being 

applied. Immediately remove excessive deposits of bituminous material upon the road 

surface which are caused by stopping or starting the distributor, by leakage, or otherwise. 

  311-6.1.4 Limitations to Application: Ensure that the area to be covered 

by any one application of bituminous material is not greater than the aggregate can cover 

without interruption due to limitations of hauling and spreading equipment or to any 

other cause. 

 311-6.2 Application of Cover Material: Apply sand uniformly at the rate 

designated by the Engineer. If the Engineer considers it necessary for the proper 

distribution of the material, lightly drag the sand with a drag broom. Roll the entire area 

of the sand with at least two full coverages of a traffic roller. 

311-7 Method of Measurement. 

 Payment of Sand Seal Coating (Bituminous and Sand) will be by the square yard 

used to cover the existing striping. 

311-8 Basis of Payment. 

 Prices and payments will be full compensation for all work and materials 

specified in this Section. 

 Payment will be made under: 

Item No.   904-311- Sand Seal Coating- Square Yard. 

 

 



Dev703CC 

CHANNELIZING CURB 

(REV 11-2-20) 

The following new Section is added after Section 701: 

SECTION 703 

CHANNELIZING CURB 

703-1 Description.

Furnish and install channelizing curb at the locations for hardened centerlines as called 

for in the Plans. 

703-2 Materials.

Products must be manufactured from rubber. 

Manufacturers seeking evaluation of Channelizing Curb products for inclusion on the IPL 

shall submit an application in accordance with Section 6 and include the following 

documentation. 

Table 703-1 Manufacturer’s Requirements for IPL Inclusion 

Documentation Requirement 

Product Photo Displays the significant features of the 

product. 

Technical Data Sheet Uniquely identifies the product and includes 

product specifications, storage instructions, 

and recommended installation materials and 

equipment as applicable. 

Safety Data Sheet for Adhesive (if required) SDS meeting OSHA requirements for product 

and manufacturer recommended installation 

materials as applicable. 

Installation Instructions Include mounting surface preparations, and 

touch-up and repair procedures. Separate 

installation instructions are required for 

different substrates.  

Product Sample Upon request from the Department, submit a 

sample of the material or hardware. If the 

product is a system comprised of multiple 

parts, a sample of each part must be 

submitted. 

703-3 Dimensions.

Provide channelizing curb with lengths as specified in the plans with allowance for 

additional length for variations in end-cap lengths. The height must range from 2 inches to 3 

inches. The width must range from 12 inches to 16 inches. 
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Dev703CC 

 

 

703-3 Color.  

 Use the same color as the pavement marking being supplemented. Color must be 

homogenous throughout the product. Alternating black and colored segments are not acceptable. 

 

703-4 Product Acceptance on the Project. 

 Use channelizing curb products listed on the Department’s Innovative Products List 

(IPL). 

703-5 Installation Requirements. 

Install channelizing curb in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions posted 

on the IPL. If other products that are not currently listed on the IPL are desired, contact the 

monitor so they can be placed on the IPL. 

703-6 Method of Measurement. 

 The quantity to be paid will be the number of channelizing curb units (not segments) 

furnished, installed, and accepted. The standard length of each unit is 6 feet not including end 

caps. 

703-7 Basis of Payment. 

 Prices and payments will be full compensation for work specified in this Section, 

including the cost of labor, materials, and incidental items required to complete the work. 

 Payment will be made under: 

Item No. 921-703- Channelizing Curb - each. 
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Letting Cycle 7-21 

Dev705LBD 

Use with Dev993LBD 

OBJECT MARKERS AND DELINEATORS 

(REV 10-22-20) 

SECTION 705 is deleted and the following substituted: 

SECTION 705 

OBJECT MARKERS AND DELINEATORS 

705-1 Description.

Furnish and install object markers to mark obstructions within or adjacent to the roadway 

of the types and at the locations called for in the Standard Plans or in the Plans. 

Furnish and install delineators along the side of the roadway to indicate the alignment of 

the roadway as indicated in the Standard Plans or in the Plans. 

Furnish and install linear barrier delineators at locations called for on the Plans. Use the 

same color as the edge line pavement marking being emphasized. 

705-2 Materials.

705-2.1 General: Meet the following requirements:

Object Markers and Delineators ...........................Section 993 

Retroreflective and Nonreflective 

Sign Sheeting ........................................................Section 994 

705-2.2 Product Acceptance on the Project: Ensure that delineators and delineator

posts are listed on the Department’s Approved Product List (APL). For linear barrier delineators, 

submit to the Engineer, certification from the manufacturer that the requirements of Section 993 

are met. 

705-3 Installation Requirements.

Install delineators and object markers in accordance with the MUTCD, Standard Plans 

and Plans. 

Place barrier delineators at a spacing of 25 feet for the first 100 feet of barrier and at 

100 feet spacing thereafter. Orient barrier delineators as detailed in the Standard Plans or APL 

drawings. 

Install linear barrier delineators in accordance with the Plans and Manufacturer’s 

recommendations. Prepare their surfaces in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations to 

ensure proper bonding or connection. For guardrail applications, center between post bolt slots. 

For concrete barrier and traffic railing applications, use a gap of 3 feet plus or minus 2 inches. 

705-4 Method of Measurement.

The quantity to be paid will be the number of delineators or object markers furnished, 

installed and accepted, with the exception of barrier delineators on new barriers, which are 

included in the cost of the barrier. 

The linear foot length of linear barrier delineator will be the Plan Quantity length from 

the beginning of the linear barrier delineators to the end of the linear barrier delineators and will 

include the length of gaps. 
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705-5 Basis of Payment. 

 Prices and payments will be full compensation for work specified in this Section, 

including the cost of labor, materials, and incidental items required to complete the work. 

 Payment will be made under: 

Item No. 705- 10 Object Marker - each. 

  Item No. 705- 11 Delineator - each. 

Item No. 920-705- Linear Barrier Delineator – linear feet. 
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GREEN-COLORED PAVEMENT MARKINGS. 
(REV 6-10-21) 

The following new Section is added after Section 713: 

SECTION 714 
GREEN-COLORED PAVEMENT MARKINGS 

714-1 Description.
Apply new green-colored pavement markings in accordance with the Contract 

Documents. 

714-2 Materials.
Use only materials listed on the Innovative Product List (IPL) and meeting the following 

requirements: 
Green-Colored Pavement Marking Materials .................. Section 976 

714-3 Equipment.
Use equipment in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions. 

714-4 Application.
714-4.1 General: Remove existing pavement markings using a method approved by the

Engineer such that pavement surface scars or traces of the removed pavement markings will not 
conflict with new pavement markings. Do not use paint to blackout, hide, or disguise existing 
pavement markings. 

For installation on new asphalt roadways, apply pavement markings a minimum 
of 14 days after placement of the final asphalt surface course.  

Before applying pavement markings, remove any material that would adversely 
affect the bond of the pavement markings by a method approved by the Engineer. Follow the 
manufacturer’s recommendations for surface preparation. 

For each green-colored pavement marking location, produce and provide a video 
record of the pavement before and after installations. Video records with timestamp will be 
provided to the Department within one week after installation. Provide video files via digital 
media (DVD, flash drive, or other) or by online digital distribution with a minimum standard 
resolution of 720 x 480 and at a speed not greater than 6 feet per second. The video image shall 
be clear, focused, and relatively free from roll, static, or other image distortion qualities that 
would prevent the reviewer from evaluating the condition of the roadway surface. 

714-4.2 Preformed Thermoplastic:
Apply a primer, sealer, or surface preparation adhesive as recommended by the 

manufacturer’s recommendations prior to installation. 
Apply markings to dry surfaces only and when ambient air temperature is at least 

32°F. Prior to installation, follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for pre-heating. Apply 
0.125 inch or 125 mils of preformed thermoplastic material. Apply skid resistant material in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. 

714-4.3 Two Reactive Component Pavement Markings: Install two reactive
component pavement markings in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations. 
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  Install two reactive component pavement markings in areas subject to vehicular 
traffic to a thickness meeting manufacturer recommended thickness requirements. 

714-5 Contractor’s Responsibility for Notification. 
 Notify the Engineer prior to the placement of the materials. At the time of notification, 
submit a certification to the Engineer with the Product name and the batch or Lot numbers of the 
preformed thermoplastic or two component reactive pavement markings to be used.  

714-6 Protection of Newly Applied Pavement Markings. 
 Do not allow traffic onto or permit vehicles to cross newly applied pavement markings 
until they are sufficiently dry. Remove and replace any portion of the pavement markings 
damaged by passing traffic or from any other cause, at no additional cost to the Department. 

714-7 Method of Measurement. 
 The quantity to be paid for will be the plan quantity area, in square feet, of green-colored 
pavement markings acceptably applied, subject to 9-1.3.2. 

714-8 Basis of Payment. 
 Prices and payments will be full compensation for all work specified in this Section, 
including, all cleaning and preparing of surfaces, furnishing of all materials, application, curing 
and protection of all items, protection of traffic, furnishing of all tools, machines and equipment, 
and all incidentals necessary to complete the work. Final payment will be withheld until all 
deficiencies are corrected. 
 Payment will be made under: 

Item No. 920- 714- Green-Colored Pavement Markings – per square foot. 
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Green-Colored Pavement Markings 

GREEN-COLORED PAVEMENT MARKING MATERIALS. 

(REV 7-22-20) 

The following new Section is added after Section 975: 

SECTION 976 

GREEN-COLORED 

PAVEMENT MARKING MATERIALS 

976-1 General Requirements.

976-1.1 Innovative Products List Requirements: To qualify for the Innovative

Products List (IPL), manufacturers will submit products to the Department for evaluation. 

The Department will test all green-colored pavement marking materials in accordance 

with FM 5-622. Manufacturers must identify the materials for all components of the 

green-colored pavement marking materials system. 

976-1.2 Packaging and Labeling: The name and address of the manufacturer

shall be shown on the label. The label must also show the color, date of manufacture, and 

lot number. The label shall warn the user of any special handling or precautions of the 

material, as recommended by the manufacturer. Any packaging and labeling not so 

marked will not be accepted. 

976-1.2.1 Two Reactive Components: The two reactive component

material containers shall be clearly marked with the volume of materials in units of 

gallons and the product name. 

976-1.2.2 Preformed Thermoplastic: The thermoplastic material shall be

packaged in suitable biodegradable or thermo-degradable containers which will not 

adhere to the product during shipment and storage. Clearly mark each container with the 

thickness of the preformed material in units of inches. 

976-1.3 Storage: All materials must have a shelf life in accordance with the

manufacturer’s recommendations. 

976-1.4 Initial Performance Requirements: The green-colored pavement

marking materials shall meet the following initial performance requirements and will be 

tested in accordance with FM5 622 – Part A. Manufacturers shall submit two samples of 

the product system (binder and aggregate) to the State Materials Office on a 19-

3/4 inches by 15-3/4 inches steel plate, that is a minimum of 1/16 inch thick. 

976-1.4.1 Friction Resistance: The surface of the pavement markings

shall provide a Dynamic Friction Test (DFT40) value of 50 or greater. 

976-1.4.2 Color: The initial daytime luminance factor (Y) must be greater

than or equal to 15. The initial daytime chromaticity (x, y) must fall within the box 

created by the following coordinates: 
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Green-Colored Pavement Markings 
 

Table 976-1   

Initial Daytime Chromaticity Coordinates for Green-Colored Pavement Marking 

Materials (Corner Points) 

 1 2 3 4 

x 0.230 0.266 0.367 0.444 

y 0.754 0.460 0.480 0.583 

   

 976-1.5 In-Service Performance Requirements: Green-colored pavement 

marking materials shall maintain the following performance requirements at the end of 

the three-year period and will be tested in accordance with FM5-622 – Part B. 

  976-1.5.1 Friction Resistance: The surface of the pavement markings 

shall provide a Dynamic Friction Test (DFT40) value of 40 or greater.  

  976-1.5.2 Wear: Wearing of the material coating shall not expose more 

than 15% of the underlying surface area. 

  976-1.5.3 Pavement Distress: Pavement distress occurring after 

installation of green-colored pavement marking materials may result in removal from the 

IPL, and require the manufacturer to mill, resurface, replace, and install with a product on 

the IPL at no additional cost to the Department.  

 976-1.6 Additional Requirements: Pavement marking materials shall be 

characterized as non-hazardous as defined by Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 

(RCRA) 40 CFR 261. Provide supporting independent analytical data or product material 

safety data sheets (SDS) identifying any components listed in Table 976-1 of 

40 CFR 261.24. Additionally, glass elements shall contain no more than 200 ppm by 

weight of lead or arsenic when tested in accordance with the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) Testing Methods 3052, 6010B, and 6010C. 

 Submit installation instructions including the number of coats and the thickness of 

each coat, if applicable. 

976-2 Composition. 

 The product installed shall consist of high-quality materials, producing an 

adherent, weather-resistant, friction-resistant, wear-resistant surface, and shall be 

uniformly distributed throughout the cross-sectional area. Color shall be integral and 

consistent throughout the installation.  

976-3 Manufacturer’s Warranty. 

 The manufacturer must provide a three-year manufacturer’s warranty to the 

Department. At a minimum the warranty must include that the product is warranted by 

the manufacturer for this specification intended use, meets stated minimum requirements 

and conditions of this specification, and is unchanged from materials, formulation, 

installation methods, and performance and test values as submitted to the Department. 

The manufacturer’s warranty shall be satisfactory to the Department and requires the 

manufacturer to provide and maintain a listing of projects/locations where the product has 

been installed 
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OBJECT MARKERS AND DELINEATORS 

(REV 10-22-20) 

SECTION 993 is deleted and the following substituted: 

SECTION 993 

OBJECT MARKERS AND DELINEATORS 

993-1 Object Markers.

993-1.1 General: Object markers shall meet the general requirements outlined in the

Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). For uniformity, all Type 1 markers shall 

be OM1-3 style markers, all Type 2 markers shall be OM2-2V style markers, and all Type 4 (end 

of road) markers shall be OM4-3 style markers. 

993-1.2 Retroreflective Sheeting:

993-1.2.1 Retroreflective Sheeting: The retroreflective sheeting for object

markers shall meet the requirements of Section 994, sheeting Types IV, V or XI. The 

retroreflective area shall be in accordance with the MUTCD. The retroreflective sheeting shall be 

permanently adhered to 0.040-inch sheet aluminum for Type 2 markers and 0.080-inch sheet 

aluminum for Type 1, 3 and end of the road markers. Aluminum shall be of 6061-T6 

(ASTM B209) prepared in accordance with recommendations of the sheeting manufacturer. 

993-1.2.2 Assembly: Type 2 and 3 markers shall be mounted directly to the post

by two holes on the face of the marker. The mounting holes shall be 1/4-inch square holes to 

receive 1/4-inch carriage bolts, or other 1/4-inch bolts and shall be spaced to fit holes on the post 

spaced at 1-inch centers. 

993-1.3 Posts: The marker posts shall be of steel or aluminum as shown in the Standard

Plans or the Plans. Steel posts shall be 3 lb/ft. flanged U-Channel. The U-channel posts shall 

meet the mechanical requirements of ASTM A499, Grade 60. Provide U-channel posts that have 

been galvanized after fabrication in accordance with ASTM A123 and have a smooth uniform 

finish free from defects affecting strength, durability, and appearance. For each U-channel, 

punch or drill 3/8-inch diameter holes on 1-inch centers through the center of the post, starting 

approximately 1 inch from the top and extending the full length of the post. Punching or drilling 

operations shall be completed prior to galvanization. The weight per foot of a manufacturer’s 

U-channel size shall not vary more than plus or minus 3.5% of its specified weight per foot.

Machine-straighten the U-channel to a tolerance of 0.4% of the length. U-channel posts shall be

listed on the APL. Round aluminum posts shall meet the requirements of Standard Plans,

Index 700-010.

Use attachment hardware (nuts, bolts, clamps, brackets, braces, etc.) of aluminum 

or galvanized steel. 

993-2 Delineators.

993-2.1 General: Delineators shall be classified into the following types: flexible post

delineators, nonflexible post delineators, barrier delineators, and linear barrier delineators. 

993-2.2 Flexible Post Delineators:

993-2.2.1 Dimensions: The post shall have a minimum width of 3 inches facing

traffic and of such length to generally provide a height of 48 inches above the pavement surface. 
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  993-2.2.2 Color: The post shall be opaque white. The yellowness index shall not 

exceed 12 when tested in accordance with ASTM E313. The daytime 45 degrees, 0 degrees 

luminance factor, Cap Y, shall be a minimum of 70, tested in accordance with ASTM E1347 or 

ASTM E1164. 

  993- 2.2.3 Retroreflective Sheeting: The reflective sheeting shall be Types IV, 

V, or XI and meet the requirements of Section 994. The reflective sheeting shall have a 

minimum width of 3 inches and have a minimum area of 30 square inches. 

  993-2.2.4 Impact Performance: Six of the eight posts shall be capable of 

returning to a vertical position plus or minus 10 degrees with no delaminating. No post shall 

split, crack, break, or separate from base. Posts shall be tested and evaluated according to the 

National Testing Product Evaluation Program (NTPEP) Evaluation of Temporary Traffic Control 

Devices: Flexible Delineators, for the following categories: 

   993-2.2.4.1 Pavement/Surface mounted: Use the Metropolitan 

Delineator Applications category for Hot Weather with a minimum of 10 impacts (default testing 

procedure uses a maximum of 200 impacts). 

   993-2.2.4.2 Ground mounted: Use the Ground Mount Side of Roadway 

Applications category for Hot Weather (default testing procedure uses a maximum of 

10 impacts). 

 993-2.3 Nonflexible Post Delineators: 

  993-2.3.1 Posts: The posts shall meet the requirements of 993-1.4, except the 

steel delineator post shall be 1.1 lb/ft. 

  993-2.3.2 Retroreflective Sheeting: The retroreflective sheeting shall be 

Types IV, V or XI sheeting and meet the requirements of Section 994. The reflective sheeting 

shall have a minimum width of 4 inches and have a minimum area of 32 square inches. The 

retroreflective sheeting shall be permanently adhered to 0.040-inch sheet aluminum. 

 993-2.4 Barrier Delineators: 

  993-2.4.1 General: Barrier delineators shall consist of retroreflective sheeting 

permanently adhered to 0.090-inch minimum thick body. The body shall have a flexible hinge 

which allows the reflector to fold down and spring back to an upright position after impact. 

Barrier delineators for guardrail shall be designed for mounting to the web of steel posts or 

designed for mounting to the top of wood posts. Barrier delineators for concrete barrier, traffic 

railings, and vehicular longitudinal channelizing devices (LCDs) shall be designed for mounting 

to the top of each device. 

  993-2.4.2 Retroreflective Sheeting: The sheeting for barrier delineators shall be 

Type IV or XI meeting the requirements of Section 994. The sheeting shall be yellow or white, 

depending on the locations of use for each. The dimensions of the retroreflective sheeting shall 

be 3 inches wide by 4 inches high. The sheeting shall be installed by the delineator manufacturer. 

 993-2.5 Linear Barrier Delineators: 

  993-2.5.1 General: Linear barrier delineators shall consist of retroreflective 

sheeting permanently adhered to a substrate capable of being attached to the face of the barrier. 

Linear barrier delineators for guardrail shall be designed for mounting between post bolt slots in 

the trough of the W-Beam panel along the centerline of the post bolt slots. Linear barrier 

delineators for concrete barrier and concrete traffic railings shall be designed for mounting to the 

traffic face at a height of 2 feet from the gutter line. 

  993-2.5.2 Retroreflective Sheeting: The sheeting for linear barrier delineators 

shall be Type IV or XI meeting the requirements of Section 994. The sheeting shall be yellow or 
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white. Linear barrier delineators for guardrail shall have retroreflective sheeting with dimensions 

of 1 1/2 inches by a length ranging from 31 inches to 36 inches. Linear barrier delineators for 

concrete barrier and concrete traffic railings shall have retroreflective sheeting with dimensions 

of 6 inches by a length ranging for 31 inches to 36 inches. The sheeting shall be installed on the 

substrate by the linear barrier delineator manufacturer. 

993-3 Product Acceptance on the Project. 

 Acceptance will be made in accordance with the requirements of Section 705. 

Manufacturers seeking evaluation of their product must submit an application in accordance with 

Section 6. 
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2.375” (60mm) Tuff Post               

Hi Performance Channelizer Post 

 Post is constructed of flexible plastic that is resistant 
to: ultraviolet light, ozone, and hydrocarbons. 

 Unit has a reactive spring assembly set to 110-145 
lb. compression with stainless steel cable.   

 Meets MUTCD  Specifications 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 Mountable to Tuff Curb® systems. 

RECOMMENDED USES 

March 2011 

Tuff Posts are available in 48” length with an OD of 2.375” (60mm) . Available in  orange with white sheeting. 

Available with (2) 

 3”x 8” Bands of 
HiIntensity Reflec-
tive Sheeting. 

 

Avail- able in 

 White 

 

TUBULAR MARKER STYLE 

To be Used With Tuff Curb XLP 

4955 Stout Dr. San Antonio, TX 78219 

210.736.4477, 800.736.5256, fax: 210.734.6448 

Reactive  

OPTIONAL CAP 











































           

City Post Model SM Channelizer Post 
Material Specifications 

 
1) Design 

The City Post Model SM Surface Mount is a high-performance channelizer post 
system comprised of a tubular marker, a top cap and an integrated mounting base 
that work together for superior impact resistance and rebound. 
 
All posts shall be capable of sustaining a minimum of one hundred (100) bumper 
and direct wheel-over impacts at 70 MPH (112 km/h) without damage to the posts. 
 

2) Construction 
The City Post SM Surface Mount shall consist of system comprised of a tubular 
marker, a top cap and an integrated mounting base assembly.  
 
a) The tubular marker portion shall consist of round post a minimum of 3.15” 

(80mm) in diameter, with 0.125” (3.2mm) thick walls (minimum). All posts shall 
be constructed of UV-stabilized thermo-plastic polyurethane (TPU) for superior 
toughness and rebound, conforming to the following material specifications: 

 
Property ASTM Test Results 
Specific Gravity (min.) D 792 1.10 
Hardness (min.) D 2240 90 A 
Tear Strength (min lb/in.) D 624, Die C 800 
Tensile Strength @ yield, (min PSI) D 412 4,000 
Tensile Elongation @ break (min. %) D 412 450 
Cold Temp. Impact Test (-7° F) FL/DOT Pass 
Gloss (min. units) N/A 12.1 

 
b) Mounting base assembly 

The tubular marker portion shall be permanently bonded to the mounting base 
assembly.  The post assembly shall be affixed to the roadway with mechanical 
fasteners, recommended Hilti HCA fasteners. 
    
All mounting base assemblies shall be constructed of a UV-stable high-impact 
thermo-plastic alloy conforming to the following material specifications: 

 
Property ASTM Test Results 
Specific Gravity (min.) D 792 1.21 
Gardner Impact (min.) N/A 160 
Flexural Strength (min.) D 790 20,000 
Shore Hardness D2240 55 D 

 



           

c) Top Cap 
The tubular marker portion shall also be permanently bonded to a polyurethane 
top cap. The Top Cap shall be provided with name of the manufacturer and a 
plurality of holes to allow the escapement of air when impacted, and also prevent 
the collection of rubbish or debris into the tubular marker portion of the post.  

 
3) Standard and Florescent Colors 

City Post Surface SM Mounts shall be constructed of UV-stabilized polymers and 
colors. The color shall be solid throughout and stabilized to resist UV degradation. In 
construction work zone areas where orange devices are used, all posts shall be 
Florescent Orange to improve visibility in low light conditions. 

 
4) Reflective Sheeting 

All City Post SM Surface Mounts shall have a minimum of two (2) 3-inch wide wraps 
of retro-reflective sheeting factory applied. The recommended reflective sheeting 
shall be an ASTM Type V abrasion resistant micro-prismatic sheeting the same color 
as the CP Surface Mount, applied two (2) inches down from the top with a two (2) 
inch gap between the two wraps.  

 
5) Lengths 

City Post SM Surface Mounts shall be supplied in lengths from 18 to 48 inches, as 
specified in the construction plans or procurement details. 

 
6) Installation 

The City Post SM Surface Mount assembly shall be installed to the roadway with 
mechanical fasteners, recommended Hilti HCA fasteners; see installation procedure. 
 

7) NCHRP 350 Compliance 
The channelizer posts shall be fully crash-tested by an A2LA-certified testing facility 
and meet requirements for Category 1 devices as specified in NCHRP Report # 
350. Test reports and certifications of compliance with these standards must be 
supplied by the manufacturer upon request.  
 

8) MASH-16 Compliance 
The channelizer posts shall be low-mass tubular markers with no attachments to the 
device, shall be fully crash-tested by an A2LA-certified testing facility and comply 
with the requirements of MASH-16. Test reports and certifications of compliance 
with these standards must be supplied by the manufacturer upon request. 
 

9) Quality   
The channelizer posts shall be manufactured by an ISO 9001 certified firm in good 
standing; evidence of ISO compliance shall be presented as a pre-condition for 
acceptance for use.  
 



           

10) Warranty 
City Posts 36” and shorter in length shall be covered by warranty for a period of one 
(1) year from the date of purchase covering breakage of the posts; a copy of the 
manufacturers’ warranty document shall be provided by the supplier upon request. 
 

11) Manufacturer 
The device above is manufactured by Pexco LLC - Davidson Traffic Control 
Products, Tacoma, WA, USA, phone (253) 284-8000, email hwysales@pexco.com   
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